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Dr. David R. Schuler
SUPERINTENDENT OF HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 214
Dr. Schuler is in his 21st year as a superintendent. He has served in
rural, urban and suburban settings, and currently is in his 16th year
at the helm of High School District 214, Illinois’ largest high school
system. Dr. Schuler earned his bachelor’s degree from Carroll
University and his master’s and doctoral degrees from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Jason Jacobsohn
ADVOCATE, ADVISOR, RESOURCE, AND
CONNECTOR FOR ENTREPRENEURS
Jason has worked with several hundred emerging businesses with
services such as investor readiness preparation and coaching,
strategic alignment of resources, business development, strategic
advisory services, capital formation, and resource development. In
addition, he has worked with firms in more than 14 different
industries including Internet, software, consumer products, business
services, media, and retail.

Eric Broughton

Joey Bardos

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER OF INHABITIQ

PRESIDENT OF FPE AUTOMATION, INC.

SaaS and Real Estate Tech/PropTech pioneer with a passion for
building exceptional businesses, cultivating the strengths of team
members and creating an exceptional experience for clients.

From the mailroom to the presidency, Joey rose to the presidency of
this pacesetting automation and robotics company. He brings to the
post cross-disciplinary experiences and insights, with a big-picture
view toward the future.

John R. Dallas Jr.
FOUNDER AND CEO OF ENCLAVE LEARNING &
EARNING CENTER

Kevin Morrison
COOK COUNTY BOARD COMMISSIONER,
15TH DISTRICT AT COOK COUNTYGOVERNMENT

From 2017, John R. Dallas, Jr. is founder and CEO of Enclave
Learning & Earning Center, a not-for-profit collegial education hub
for entrepreneurs and other leaders. Enclave offers
psychology-based mindset development coursework, coaching,
collaboration, and other individualized support for organization
builders of nearly all ages and venture stages.

Kevin Morrison is proud to be serving his first term as Cook County
Commissioner in the 15th District. Kevin’s priorities include
improving access to critical health care services such as mental
health services, supporting small business development and pushing
for a more fair and transparent home assessment process. As the first
openly LGBT Commissioner, he will speak up for the most
disproportionately impacted and marginalized communities.

Jeffrey Taylor

Tom Meyer

PRESIDENT & CEO OF CRAFTS TECHNOLOGY

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND SBA DIVISION
MANAGER OF CENTRUST BANK

Jeff Taylor is President and CEO of Crafts Technology, a 128
year-old manufacturer of wear parts, components, and custom
tooling. Crafts Technology, was recently acquired by Hyperion
Materials & Technologies Company. It had been a 100%
employee-owned enterprise (ESOP). In collaboration with
Hyperion, Crafts continues to experience exceptional growth by
developing, leveraging, and deploying best-in-class strategies for
maximizing organizational performance.

Bharat Bansal
CEO AND PRESIDENT OF SENTRY FOODS
Bharat has over 10 years of financial experience and holds a
master’s of business administration degree in finance from the
Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts of India.

John Edwards
CEO OF GLADIATOR CAPITAL
John is the Chief Executive Officer of Gladiator Capital Group, LLC,
(“GCG”) a professional executive management company. He is
responsible for sourcing all transactions, structuring the
investments and raising capital, as well as performing extensive
due diligence processes. He is a co-founder of the firm and
Chairman of the Board. Mr. Edwards has 35 years’ experience
working in and with Family Offices managing portfolio companies
at both the strategic and functional levels.

Tom is responsible for forming and growing SBA lending at CTB. He
personally has been lending to small businesses for over 21 years and
has personally funded over $500,000,000 in loans to small business
owners. Given the depth and breadth of SBA loans Tom has
successfully closed, he has the skills and knowledge to structure a
transaction that is more likely to be approved and in a shorter time
frame than the traditional SBA guaranteed loan.

Brenda Baird

CEO OF MASTER MARKETING INTERNATIONAL
Brenda Baird is the CEO of Master Marketing Intl (dba
MagnetStreet), a growing women owned and WBENC certified
printing company celebrating its 30th year in the industry.
MagnetStreet is the parent company of its cornerstone wedding
invitation brand, Truly Engaging, and has become the print
manufacturing source for many top-rated web to print companies.

Max Edwards
CFO OF PAVEMENT SYSTEMS AND CFO OF
GLADIATOR CAPITAL
Max is currently a Partner at Gladiator Capital Group where he began
his professional career more than 10 years ago. He is responsible for
performing due diligence and closing the firm’s transactions. With
multiple transactions closed, Max also has the responsibility to
perform the CFO function at the portfolio companies.

